ANALYZE. COMPARE. EVALUATE.

Not just simplifying UBPR analysis, enhancing it.

When it’s time for your bank performance evaluation.

UBQuant offers a comprehensive analytics solution for the bank UBPR analysis.
Our platform empowers banks in developing forecasting models, regulatory
compliance models, benchmark analysis with peer-groups, and more.

KEY FEATURES

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
UBQuant is your UBPR analytics tool. While the typical UBPR
reporting provides you necessary information, UBQuant
analytics drives you towards better insights. UBQuant offers
a comprehensive analytics solution for the bank UBPR/Call
Report analysis with fast, interactive, and responsive
interfaces.

Financial Highlights

Standard Ratios

CLOUD PLATFORM
There is no data management needed, no uploads or
downloads required. UBQuant manages, maintains, and
services up to date data. Our platform is innovative and
unique in providing ability to create custom peer-groups of
any combination, and drive analytics in real-time, over all
possible data combinations instantly.

STRATEGIC INSIGHTS
Bank performance evaluation and horizontal analysis with
call/UBPR data analytics, competitive insights, and regulatory
adequacy analysis. Our platform empowers you to costeffectively drive through data based intelligent decisions and
perform comparative analytics.

Dynamic and

explorable snapshot of 4-year financial report
highlights. The metrics include most critically
assessed metrics for easy reporting and a one-click
drill-down to compare/trend with any peer group or
trending.

From Summary Ratios to

Fiduciary & Related Services, all regulatory
categorized UBPR metrics organized for intuitive
access and better analytics. Plus, research analysis on
any UBPR or Call report metric.

Critical Ratios

UBQuant pre-defined Capital

Adequacy, Asset Quality, Earnings, Liquidity metrics
and other critical metrics with real-time formulabased computations to provide deeper insights for
premium users.

Custom Ratios

UBQuant pro users can define

their own custom formula ratios to build their
personal set of analytics. Real-time computations
yield instant results along with peer computations and
trends. No limitations or restrictions on metrics – any
valid Call and/or UBPR metric combination can be
used.

UBQuant software offers the most robust solution by making the complex data points easy to assess and perform benchmark
analysis, enabling you to focus on What-Ifs.

571-758-4215

www.ubquant.com

info@ubquant.com

